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• Based on the Bayesian analysis, we present a parameter-free algorithm for ranking online user reputation.
• The user reputation is calculated based on the probability that their ratings are consistent with the main part of all user opinions.
• The AUC values of the presented algorithm could reach 0.8929 and 0.8483 for the MovieLens and Netflix data sets.
• The computation complexity of the presented algorithm is a linear function of the network size.
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a b s t r a c t

Identifying online user reputation based on the rating information of the user–object
bipartite networks is important for understanding online user collective behaviors. Based
on the Bayesian analysis, we present a parameter-free algorithm for ranking online user
reputation, where the user reputation is calculated based on the probability that their
ratings are consistent with the main part of all user opinions. The experimental results
show that the AUC values of the presented algorithm could reach 0.8929 and 0.8483 for the
MovieLens and Netflix data sets, respectively, which is better than the results generated by
the CR and IARR methods. Furthermore, the experimental results for different user groups
indicate that the presented algorithm outperforms the iterative ranking methods in both
ranking accuracy and computation complexity. Moreover, the results for the synthetic
networks show that the computation complexity of the presented algorithm is a linear
function of the network size, which suggests that the presented algorithm is very effective
and efficient for the large scale dynamic online systems.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction 1

How to evaluate the user reputation in terms of their rating behaviors is important for the online rating systems 2

[1–4]. Nowadays, online rating systems provide channels for users to show their preferences. However, not every user gives Q3 3

ratings subjectively since each user has his/her specific tastes and motivations [5–7]. Therefore, how to identify the online 4

user reputation in terms of their ratings or selecting behaviors is important for building a reputation system [8–11]. 5

Recently, the iterative ranking algorithms have been widely explored [12,13]. Zhou et al. [14] designed an iterative 6

algorithm based on the correlation between the user rating and object quality vectors (short for the CR algorithm). The 7

user reputation and object quality can be updated iteratively until the change between two iteration steps is smaller than a 8
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threshold. Liao et al. [15] developed an iterative algorithm with reputation redistribution (short for IARR), by redistributing1

the reputation to eliminate noisy information in the iterations. To filter out the influence of the unreliable users, Liao2

et al. [15] proposed the IARR2method by introducing two penalty factors which assign smaller reputations to the users who3

rate small number of objects. The non-iterative online user reputation ranking algorithms are also discussed. Gao et al. [16]4

proposed a group-based ranking method (namely GR method) by grouping users according to their ratings. Then users’5

reputations could be determined by the corresponding group sizes.6

In social networks analysis [17], by propagating ratings provided by multiple advisors, Teacy et al. [18] employed a7

probability density function to estimate the reputation of a selling agent. Zhang et al. [19] adopted the beta probability8

distribution to model the advisor’s public reputation, which is estimated as the probability that he/she will provide fair9

ratings. Additionally, a ratingwill be regarded as the fair rating if it is consistentwith themajority of the other ratings for one10

specific seller provided by other buyers. The expected value of the probability that a user will give fair ratings is calculated as11

his/her public reputation, which could be extended from the social networks to user–object bipartite networks to evaluate12

user reputation and object quality.13

By introducing the Bayesian analysis, we present an parameter-free algorithm to rank online user reputation via the beta14

probability distribution, namely RBPD algorithm, where the user reputation is estimated as the probability that he/she will15

provide fair ratings to objects. Combining with users’ personalities, the users’ ratings are characterized to the positive or16

negative opinions. Finally, we use the expected value of the probability that the user will give fair ratings to calculate the17

reputation instead of the iteration process. Implementing our method for empirical networks and synthetic networks, the18

results show that the RBPD algorithm produces more accurate reputation ranking lists and the computation complexity is19

a linear function with the network size.20

2. The RBPD algorithm21

The rating system can be described by a weighted bipartite network [20–22], which consists of the users denoted by set22

U and the objects denoted by set O. The number of users, objects and ratings are denoted by |U|, |O| and |E|, respectively.23

We use the Latin and Greek letters to represent the users and objects, respectively. The rating riγ given by user i to object γ24

is the weight of the link in the bipartite network and all the ratings could be described as a ratingmatrix A. The user set Uγ is25

defined as the users who rate to object γ , and the object set Oi is defined as the objects which are rated by user i. Moreover,26

the degree of user i and object γ are denoted as ki and ργ , respectively.27

2.1. The online user reputation evaluation28

The reputation of user i is denoted by Ri.We use the Bayesian analysis tomodel the user reputation. Bayesian analysis [18]29

adopts a binary event to measure each of users’ ratings: Fair rating (denoted by 1) or unfair rating (denoted by 0). The30

definition of fair rating for bipartite networks could be introduced in the following way. User i provides a rating riγ to object31

γ , the rating will be judged to determine whether it is consistent with the majority of the other opinions to object γ given32

by other users. Determining consistency with the majority of opinions can be achieved by identifying if the rating’s opinion33

accounts for more than 50% of all opinions [19]. We define a rating riγ as the fair rating if it is consistent with the majority34

of all users’ opinions, otherwise as the unfair rating.35

There are two kinds of opinions to the objects: Positive andnegative ones.Weuse a coarse-grainingmethod to distinguish36

them. The quantity r ′

iγ is defined as the extent of fanciness via the rating riγ , from which one can discover the opinion from37

user i to object γ . Considering the user personality that different users tend to have different rating criteria, where some38

users tend to give high ratings and others tend to give low ratings, we use a normalized method to transform a rating to the39

extent of fanciness in the following way,40

r ′

iγ =


2(riγ − rmin

i )/(rmax
i − rmin

i ) − 1 rmax
i ≠ rmin

i
0 rmax

i = rmin
i ,

(1)41

where rmax
i and rmin

i denote the maximum and minimum ratings user i gives, respectively. In this way, all the ratings given42

by one specific user would be transferred to [−1, 1], where the maximum and minimum ratings are mapped into 1 and43

−1. Specifically, for the users who always give the same ratings, their ratings are normalized to 0. The normalized rating44

matrix is denoted by A′, where the element is the rating’s extent of fanciness. The positive and non-positive values could be45

interpreted as the positive and negative opinions give by users. For all the ratings, after observing whether they are fair or46

not, the results are denoted bymatrix B, where the element is Y orN (an fair rating is denoted by Y , others are denoted asN).47

The reputation Ri of user i is defined as the probability θi that user iwill provide fair ratings to objects, which lies in [0,1].48

Because there is only partial information about users, the best way to estimate the probability θi is to use its expected value,49

Ri = E(θi). (2)50

The expected value E(θi) of the probability θi is up to the probability density function, where the beta probability51

distribution [18] is commonly used as a prior distribution for random variables that take on continuous values in the interval52

[0,1]. For user i, whether the ratings are fair or not can be expressed by the following vector,53

Di =

Xi(1), Xi(2), . . . , Xi(ki)


, (3)54
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